
Amendment Regulation on Free Museums  (AMAP)

Ki Hung CHAN  to: sc_subleg 13/06/2016 11:40

Cc:

Dear Ms. Mak, 

Your letter dated 8 June to the Chairman of Art Museum Advisory Panel (AMAP) refers. 

We helped to sent the letter to all members of AMAP and invite them to provide their views to Legco. 
However, some members have replied to us direct instead. I would like to forward their emails for your 
necessary action please. 

Here is the first batch (emails from Mr. Pong Chung Yee and Ms. Nancy Lee) 

Chan Ki-hung 

----- Forwarded by Ki Hung CHAN/LCSD/HKSARG on 13/06/2016 11:12 ----- 

RE: Amendment Regulation on Free Museums (AMAP)

09/06/2016 05:49

F
r
o
m
: 

"David PONG Chun Yee"  

T
o: "'Nancy Lee'" , "'Esa KL LEUNG'" 

Tate Modern does it in a similar way. 

  

1) Free for everyone (including tourists) for general entrance 

  

2) Additional fee for special exhibits. (Members, patrons & certain groups 

also get free access or discounted rates for special exhibits) 
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They get an 5M visitors a year (twice that of NY MOMA), although 

obviously not everyone will pay the additional fee to see the special exhibitions.   

  

From: Nancy Lee  
Sent: Wednesday, June 08, 2016 11:06 PM
To: Esa KL LEUNG

Subject: Re: Amendment Regulation on Free Museums (AMAP)  

Dear Chairman and members, 

It may be worthwhile to consider making the Museum entrance free for all Hong Kong ID card holders 
and students, while charging everyone entrance fee for special exhibitions. 

  

Best regards, 

Nancy 
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